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S COPE

Scope Technologies is a company that specializes in information technology, it was established in 

2017. It’s providing latest methods and technologies to deliver quality services and solutions that 

has helped various entities dominate their market. 

Its services include but are not limited to the following areas: data analysis, software, applications, 

artificial intelligence, virtual reality and IoT

To be the leading provider of innovative and powerful customized IT solutions in the industry.

To empower every business in the best way that we can through simple and powerful systems.

ABOUT 

US

VISION STATEMENT

MISSION STATEMENT



OUR 

SERVICES

DEVELOPING01
Applications, software and 

systems using latest technologies.

CONSULTING 
03
Expert advice to help you plan the 

next steps for your business. 

DESIGNING02
3D and UI/UX designs for your 

applications and systems.

SUPPORT04
We provide IT support services through 

an effective combination of onsite and 

remote support.
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Scope

CONSULTING



OUR 

SOLUTIONS

Data Analysis Applications IoT / IOE

Delivering solutions for 

analyzing large, complex 

data sets quickly, easily 

and accurately.

Developing desktop, web 

and mobile application. 

 

Making homes and cities 

smarter and more 

connected, convenient 

and secure.

AR & VR Artificial Intel Cyber Security

Building interactive virtual 

reality applications for 

devices. 

 

Providing artificial 

intelligence solutions to 

your business. 

 

Help to protect your 

investments, people, 

reputation, and 

organization.
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OUR 
PROJECTS



DRIVE 

LOUNGE

TAXI

SEAM 

MAP

06

Drive Lounge is the professional online car rental service which provide luxury cars to the people who 

want to have them. Favorite luxury cars around GCC, the user can rent and pick up their car in Airports, 

and other locations after his booked the car.

Interactive map deals with open-source data around world using Data Science and AI 

technologies.

drivelounges.com

seammap.com



AIR OPERATION 

MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

EDUCATIONAL 

VR TECHNOLOGIES

07

Air Operations Management System is a complex information system, designed to deal with 

operational data with advanced capabilities.

VR education can transform the way educational content is delivered; it works on the premise 

of creating a virtual world — real or imagined — and allows users not only see it but also 

interact with it. Being immersed in what you're learning motivates you to fully understand it. 

eduvrtech.com



 

TAJWAAL

OQOOOD

08

Tajwaal is a real estate platform that supports VR technologies to make VR tours for properties, it 

provides the latest technologies to help people to find the best opportunities in real estate easily 

and saving their time and efforts.

Oqoood is the link between lawyers and legal advisors specializing commercial and civil contracts 

and between individuals and commercial companies, it is the electronic legal assistant for those 

seeking legal ways to start implementing their business and achieving their commercial goals.

tajwaal.com

oqoood.com



ONCOLOGY DRUGS 

MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

HOUSE OF 

UNIVERSAL MOTORCYCLE

08

Provides an enterprise solution that interfaces with Pharmacy Information System to automate 

the process of routing, preparing, inspecting, tracking and reporting on IV and oral liquid doses. 

More than mere accessories, the On-Road customization experience is part of a unique lifestyle. 

Transform, break free, and ride along the edge of comfort & excitement with a look & feel you can 

call your own.
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NAFIS
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SMART 

ARCHIVING SYSTEM

Smart Archiving System is a system that manages the creation, storage and control of documents 

electronically, its provides solutions to small, medium and large companies, organizations and 

governments, the goal is to reduce costs by automating tasks and improving productivity.

Nafis is a leading trading online system used in many companies where buyers, vendors, 

contractors and suppliers will find new offers and opportunities.
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E-COMMERCE

POSITION 

TRACKING SYSTEM

Positions Tracker System provides solutions for industrial, automotive, school bus and trucking 

company maintenance to manage their fleet with GPS vehicle tracking to help increase the service 

revenue while decreasing your costs and covers all the details

Ecommerce, also known as electronic commerce or internet commerce, refers to the buying and 

selling of goods or services using the internet, and the transfer of money and data to execute 

these transactions.
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WGBAT

MSTASHARK

Take your business to inventive  world leader in innovative workforce solutions, connecting human 

potential to the power of business. MSTASHARK serves both large and small organizations across all 

industry sectors through our brands and offerings: Experis, Manpower and Talent Solutions.

App-based food delivery is a popular way to get quick and easy meals. WGBAT is the best-in - class 

app for food ordering. With food delivery devices, your next meal is only a couple of taps away. 

Contactless delivery solutions will also help to reduce the need to stand at the door and wait. 



TECHNOLOGIES 

USING
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OUR 

PARTNERS

OUR 

CLIENTS

Scope Technologies is proud to have partners and strategic alliances to deliver the 

quality and high standards for our solutions, products and services
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CONTACT 

US

Exit 7, Northern Ring Rd, Riyadh 

12487, Saudi Arabia 

+ 966 599226961

info@scopetech.sa

www.scopetech.sa
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